
Nederman PowerBox & Power Arm 
The ulimate combination for clean and  

efficient tool operations 



Optimal access to compressed air, vacuum, 
and power supply

Nederman PowerBox
Nederman PowerBox offers maximum convenience and 
easy access to compressed air, vacuum. A wide range of 
optional electric sockets for different standards are also 
available. Nederman PowerBox is suitable for grinding 
and sanding applications with on-tool extraction. It 
contributes to a clean, ergonomic, and safe workshop and 
saves floor space. Cables and hoses are kept off the floor 
reducing the wear. Tools are easy accessible on the tools 
holders

• Soft rubber handles preventing injuries and damage.

• Three compressed air connections.

• Two vacuum hose connections.  
The sliding valves with an on/off function allow a  
constant connection of the power tools. 

• Nederman quick-couplers fit the vacuum hose  
connections allowing connection of hoses with  
diameters 19 to 63 mm.

The flexible jointed arm makes it possible to reach several 
workspaces, and can easily be stowed away.

Cables and hoses are kept off the floor reducing the wear. 
Tools are easy accessible on the tools holders.



With flexible coverage of several workspaces

The PowerBox, a suitable arm and the wall bracket must all be ordered separately. See back page.

Nederman Power Arm
To get the best out of the PowerBox, we 
recommend a combination with Nederman 
Power Arm. The arm is suspended by a 
pivoting wall bracket and a joint on the arm, 
which makes it flexible to cover several 
work place. Air hose and electrical cables 
(length 11 m) are included in delivery.

Extension arm 4.2 mExtension arm 6 m



NOTE: The PowerBox, a suitable arm and the wall bracket must all be ordered separately. First order the PowerBox 
version you need, then the wall bracket or a suitable arm. The PBA is not recommended for the heaviest models of the 
PowerBox, see table below. If you order the Extension Arm then you must also order the PowerKit for connection of the 
PowerBox to the Extension Arm.

Tekniska data

Nederman Sales companies in: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Czech Rep. Denmark, France, Germany, Hungary, India, Ireland, Northern Ireland, Norway, Poland, Portugal, 
Romania, Russia, Slovak Republic, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, USA
Nederman Agents in: Bulgaria, Cyprus, Egypt, Estonia, Finland, Greece, Holland, Hongkong, Iceland, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Korea, Latvia, Lithuania, Malaysia, New Zealand, Philippines, Saudi Arabia, 
Serbia, Singapore, Slovenia, South Africa, Switzerland, Taiwan R.O.C, Thailand, Turkey, United Arab Emirates
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